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Note: Answer ALL questions in Part-A and any FIW from Parl-B

Part-A(10x2=20Ma*s)

1. Narrate the procedure to find Miller index of a crystal plane with an example

2. Assuming first order diffraction at20:450 from (110) lattice planes, calculate the lattice
constant ofBCC iron when x-rays of wavelength 0.2nm incident on it.

3. Calculate lowest energy level for a neutron in a nucleus by treating it as if it is in an infinite
potential well of width equal to 10-ra m. Compare this with the lowest energy level for an

electron in the same infinite potential well.

4. Write a note on direct and indirect band gap semiconductors with examples.

5. Distinguish between the fermi levels of a metal and various types of semiconductors with
appropriate diagrams.

6. Find the resistance of an intrinsic germanium rod of dimensions 2cmxllnmxlmm at 300K,
if mobilities ofelectron and holes respectively are 0.40 m2lV-s and 0.2 dr2Ay'-s and electron
concentration is 2.5x 1Ole/ml

7. The hole concentration ofa semiconductor is given by p(x)= lOls ec4l'p) cm3 (x>0). The
hole diffusion coefficient is 12cm2ls. the value of diffi.rsion current al x-'{ is 6.4 A"/cm2.

Find the value of Lp.

8. Distinguish between diffusion and drift.

9. Define induced absorption and spontaneous emission. Give at least one practical
applications of each process.

10. What are excitons? Explain briefly.

Part-B(5x8=10Marks)

11. a) Describe and illustrate the following crystal defects in a lattice (i) Schottky defect and
(ii) Frenkel Defecr. Obtain expression for Schottky defects in an ionic crystal at 300K.

b) What is effect of temperature on point defects in a crystal? The fraction ofvacancy sites
in a metal at 4000C is 1x10-e. Estirnate the vacancy sites fraction at 9500C.

12. a) List the assumptions of Fermi-Dirac statistics. Derive expression for distribution of
electrons in various energy states according to F-D statistics at a given temperatwe.

b) Show that the effective mass of an electron in a crystal lattice is inversely proportional
to cuvature of E-k curve of a band.

13. a) State Hall effect. Derive expression for Hall voltage and Hall coefficient.

b) Calculate intrinsic carrier concentration of silicon at room temperatUre and 450K from
the following data: Nc= 2.8xl0re/cm3, Nu: l.04x10re/cm3 and Eg =1.1 eV. Suppose E,
remains constant during this temperature tange, What is increase in carrier
concentration when temperature is changed?
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14. a) Obtain expression for total current due to diffrrsion and drift of
semiconductor.

and holes in a t6l

b) In a p-t1pe GaAS samples elcctrons are added fiom one side. If tfe mobility of the
charge carrier is 3900 cm2/V-s at 300 K, evaluate diffusion coeffidient and diffrrsion
length, if recombination time is 1.6 ns.

t2)

{nd gain coefficient i6115. a) Describe stimulated emission process and obtain expression for gain
in illuminated semiconductor of incident energy density Uv.

b) Nanate Fermi- Golden rule for optical transitions

16. a) Define density of states. Derivc expression for density ofstates of

b) Discuss the diamond crystal structure with a neat sketch.

17. Answer any tpo of the following:

a) Write a note on conductivity of intrinsic and extrinsic semicond
conductivity of a semiconductor depends?

b) Briefly explain metal- semiconductor jrmctions with appropriate

c) Explain transition probabilities in a semiconductor using
mechanisms.
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